JUNIA is a Graduate School of Science and Engineering. The tie that binds our programs together is a sincere focus on building a sustainable future.

JUNIA focuses on ecological, digital and technological transitions, where students and faculty confront the grand challenges of today and tomorrow:
- Feed the planet sustainably
- Accelerate energy and urban transitions
- Develop digital and industrial transition
- Reinforce health care and well-being technologies

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
JUNIA offers 40 specialization options in 7 fields of study:
- Agriculture and landscape
- Food science
- Health and environmental science
- Industrial science
- Building and urban environment
- Digital science and electronics
- Business and management

◆ RESEARCH
JUNIA has over 120 faculty researchers, engineers, and technicians and 100 PhD students and post-doctorate researchers. The school is involved in 17 research laboratories and in co-supervision with 4 regional public laboratories.

A wide range of disciplines covers all the school’s teaching areas. These include agriculture, health, energy, civil engineering, IT, electronics, nanotechnology, textiles and chemistry, as well as economics, and finance.

JUNIA conducts numerous research projects funded by the European Union, national agencies, local authorities and companies.

◆ STRENGTHS
10 good reasons to study at JUNIA:
1. Benefit from a whole-person education, focused on active learning and hands-on experiences
2. Build a customized, piecemeal training plan to fit your interests and career goals
3. Turn your passion into a profession
4. Acquire a solid professional experience all along the curriculum, thanks to the internships
5. Benefit from an individual support and tutoring
6. Develop an international profile living and studying in a multicultural environment
7. Enjoy a rich student experience on the historical campus of the largest private University in France, Lille Catholic University
8. Enjoy a dynamic student life in a vibrant city at the crossroads of Europe
9. Ensure rapid professional integration (average of 90% employment rate 6 months after graduation)
10. Benefit from a robust global alumni network of 32,000 alumni

◆ LOCATION
JUNIA, Graduate School of Science and Engineering, is located in France on 3 campuses: Lille, Bordeaux and Chateauroux. The international students are welcome in the programmes offered on the Lille campus.

Established in the city center since 1885, JUNIA benefits from a dynamic student environment, at the heart the historic campus of Lille Catholic University, with 38,000 students.

The European Metropolis of Lille is the second biggest student city in France. The city enjoys an exceptional geographic location. Located 1 hour away by train from Paris, 1 hour and 20min away from London, 38min away from Brussels and less than 3 hours away from Amsterdam, Lille is a multicultural and dynamic city. Studying in Lille is a truly European experience!

The Students’ Office coordinates JUNIA’s community life. You have the opportunity to get involved in an student association: sport, theatre, art, music, cooking. ... With more than a hundred associations, JUNIA offers a rich student community life!